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INTRODUCTION

Many different investigators have attempted to qtvantify vi-
bratiou severity by subjecting people to different vibration environ-
meats and recording their reartion. The major difficulty encountered
In attempting to quantify vibrition is that one is not quantifying a
physical phenomenon but human eaction to an external stimulus. This
reaction must take the form of a qualitative assessment or It must be
relative to some other stimulus. The problems associated with both
of thase iwathods of evaluation will be discussed.

There have been &ay attempts to attach subjective ratings
to a vibration severitr. Referring to Figure 1, which is a compila-
tion of data from Goldman, Chaney, and Magid & Ziegenauecher, it is
noted that the intolerable curve from Goldman is only slightly above
Chancoy' s "perceptible" and considerably below his "mildly annoying."
Magid & Ziegenauccher's one, two, and three-minute curves are also4
shown to show their relationship to t'he other curves. There is one
thing that is evident from this conglomeration of data, i.e., there
is no agreement on what is "annoying", "tolerable", etc. The reason
for this is this type of a description cannot be attached to a vibra-
tion without defining the environment. In other words, one cannot
say that a vibration is uncomfortable without first defining the en-
vironment the individual is in. A vibration in an automobile may be
annoying, uncomfortable, or even intolerable, but th' saw vibration
in a truck may be termed "comfortable." A person could ride for hours
1n his automobile, but if this same vibration were induced in his liv-
ing room at home, it would be intolerable. Consequently, it is not
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possible to assign this type of a description to a vibration severity.

The other method used to evaluate a vibration is to rate one
vibration or sensual input relative to another. This is called
cross-modality and one either relates light or sound intensity to a
vibration, or one vibration is rated relative to another.. This
method of evaluating the severity of a vibration is at best a very
controversial procedure.

Whole-body vibration is a coApletely different phenomenon
from a highly localized, or a single sensory, input. In whole-body

..vibrations, the sensations that occur in the 4 to 7 Hertz range are
entirely different from the sensations that occur in the 8 to 15
Hertz range. In the 4 to 7 Hertz range, the primary objection to the
vibration is the resonating, or relative motion of heart, lungs and

* other organs located in the thorax. It is believed that this is
.. caused by the mass above the diaphragm resonating, with the diaphragm

acting as a spring. In the 8 to 15 Hertz, the primary objection is
movement of the head. This is also the range of frequencies where
loss of visual acuity begins to become pronounced. It is believed
that this loss of acuity is caused by a resonating condition in the
spinal column. The major objection in the low frequency range (belo
5 Hertz and assuming less than lg peak) is the relative motion of in-
dividual and environment.

It should be understood that the previously mentioned sensa-
tions, and an undetermined amount of others, occur simultaneously at
all frequencies, but become more pronounced in the frequency range
mentioned. Consequently, unless cross-modality measurements made for
different sensations give the relation between the measured sensations
then they cannot be used to evaluate whole-body vibration at different
frequencies.

There is some indication that the evaluation of ride may be
possible using cross-modality at a single frequency. It is comumonly
accepted that ride is proportional to some power of acceleration at a

S/ single frequency, i.e.,

" -,A n

or
R Kn (2)

Using cros-modality, it may be possible to solve for the exponent n,
and determine if it is frequency sensitive, but at the present it is

2W2
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believed that there are too many unanswered questions to evaluate the

frequency dependence of K using cross-modality.

ABSORBED POWER

The original formulation of absorbed power as a means to
measure vibration severity occurred by observing many subjects being
vibrated in a ride simulator and from personally spending many hours
being subjected to different vibrations. From this experience, two
observations were made:

'I a. The more relative the motion occuing between various
parts of the body, the more severe the vibration sensation.

b. Doubling the amplitude of the acceleration more than
- doubles the severity.

From these two observations a theory was postulated: "The
severity of a vibration is proportional ( the rate at which the body
is absorbing energy." From this st nnt an equation can be written
that expresses it in mathematical tecv

lira

Pave T+" T 3 )

." This calculates the average power absorbed by a human when

F(t) is the input force and V(t) is the input velocity. Note, for e
! .... solid mass, the average is zero.

Several importatt obsarvations ean be made froa this method
of evaluating vibration severity.

a. Absorbed power has a physical significance and interpre-
tation. Its variation with different subjects can be easured.

b. It does .ot rely on sinusoidal boundary limits to deter-
mine comfort limits. There is no cor.cern for having clean accelera-
tiou sine waves to determine sevority.

c. It gives a single numeric value for a vibration.

d. It can be uaed for periodic, aperiodic, and random vi-

bration.

"4.,
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By setting absorbed power to a constant and solving for the
acceleration at each frequency, a constant comfort or tolerance limit
curve is obtained. Figure 1 has a six watt curve for vertical vibra-
tion superimposed with the other data to show how it compares with
this experimental data. Note, although this 6 watt curve was de-
rived, its correlation with experimental results is very good, giving
additional credence that absorbed power accurately measures vibration
severity. If a constant power level for a particular vibration en-
vironment is determined, then this yields the sAnuaoidal tolerance
limit curve. From past experience 6 watts is about the limit for
cross country operation and .2 to .3 wats for automobiles in the
vertical direction.

To validate absorbed power as a means of determining vibra-
tion severity, a force-measuring platform was built and several vol-
unteers were subjected to a ser es of vibration tests. Absorbed
power was measured and subjective response was recorded. Results of
this test were published in a previous paper (l)*. kbsorbed power
correlated extremely well and it was determined tha, it accurately
measured vibration severity. At this point the shape of the sinu-
soidal tolerance curve was not known but vibration severity was being
determined.

The equipment required ts, measure absorbed power was fairly
elaborate und it could only realistically be done in the laboratory.

The force-measuring platform was large and bulky and required consid-
erable instrumentation for the dynamic mcasurement of force. What
was required was a means to obtain force from an accelerometer. To
accomplish this a transfer furction was derived that relates force
to acceleration for the average of 31 subjects. This wat done for
the three linear motious vertical, side to side, and fore and aft.

This greatly simpUl'f'd the calculation of absorbed power
and vade it possible to calculate it entirely on a computer. low-

wer, there was still a problem in the low frequency end of the spec-
- :trum. The calculatioo of absorbed power for low frequency was very

dependent upon the phase between force and velocity. Consequently,
high gtade electronic components were required to calculitc power
from an naceleration signal or considerable error would be introduced.
This problem wau eimiiated by deriving a frequency dependent weight-
Lug fuiuction.

:nerlind uwmber in parenthesis designate reference at end of

2C,4
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ELECTRONIC WEIGHiTING FUNCTIONS

To det.1.7 a portable electronic instrument to measure ab-
sorbed power, it vias necessary to derive frequency and amplitudeI
weighting functions. This derivation proceeds as follows:

Writing the force as a sum of sine waves:

iso

and velocity as:

absorbed power become:

'7J 7 VOWK (6)

-Ve flterndione zaepe in thii aud the fotloving conputaciousat pro-
ceL sea are given In refereace (a.Taking thu limts * equatiou 6

±~0

Ike transfer functio relating force to acceleration is:

20S
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G () ()
A(JW)

Using this expressiok and noting the appropriate substitutions for
sinusoidal waves, equation 7 is rewritten as:

p j jwp j 2A2 (Wi)

.ir K W SifW (9)

Where, A2(W1) is the mean squared acceleration it Wi.

.This can theu be written as:

P K(W)A 2(W±) (10)
5;U"

Wi

.he values for (K(W1) iAw, bau derved for vertical, loagLtuwiual, and
*.........traaaVerse mtions for cite ated taubjec (1).

Zn order to develop an electronic circuit to compute absorbed
,.ovr, two coaitioua taut bo met. The output from the circuit ust

;'?I.. vary as the squkar of acceleration and have appropriate frequeocy
characteriatics to agree with the calculation o absorbed por. In
this way, a 'keighting functiona circuit can be synthevized with- the
frequeucy respons'- such that its ouLtput, whoa !.quarcd, will yi-'d

absor.ed.power

, ... . .
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If an acceleration signal is inputed to a filter circuit,
~ the output frequency Wj is given by:

ki(iWi)A(w1 ) (12)

where ki(jWi) is the weighting function for the~ filter circuit.
Squaring this quantity and equatiug it to absorbed power at Wj:

H(jWi) ii (-jWi) A2 (Wj) V K(Wj) A2 (Wj) (13)

........

Thug:

f1 l Wij'7'(5
Because of the squariug process after filtering, we arc interested in
only tole wagoitwde of U1(jWj).

Tile e~ntire abtsorbed pover computing process to showa ill
Figure 2 f or tite thrc" directiouG of wtion. The frequency responve
was plotted t~or cacti motion and polynomaials in terms of the compl.ex

variawe ) fwere to these curves. The weighting function cir-

tuia vrethe sy~tesiedfro tn d~riedtrausfer functions. The
f muucy reset, trofr fulltio W e of S and the circuit
diagram for tue weighting functions are givmi in Figures 35 frV'i-
tical. Imigitudinal, and transverse directions of motion respectively.
The umits at. t~iC ' xls of the frequency espoase curves Is
watts/ft/NeC2 . A more detailed doscription of the developmt of

4 these functioas aud circuits is &Ivan in refezeace (L4).

VIEW~l TLSTS

V. Several portable absurbed pover =easuring devices have been
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constructed for use in field tests. These have consisted of both
single directional (vertical) and three directional devices. 6otii
types consist essentially of three units - a small electronic computer
containing the weighting circuits, a power supply, and an accelerom-
eter.

These instruments have been used extensively in determining
- '.-.- the effect the dynamic characteristics of a vehicle have on the driver

and passengers during cross-country operation. Some of the field
tests in which the vibration measuring instruments iave been used in-
clude:

a. Validation tests of the ride dynamics portion of the ANC
Mobility Model.

- . b. Ride studies to determine the dynamic characteristics of
various commercial trucks for use in the WHELS Study.

c. Ride dyna~nic tests of the standard M6OAI and thc H60A3
with tube-over-bar suspension.

.. These tests have been conducted at various locAtiftl includ-
ing Ft. Knox, Ft Sill, Ft. Hood, Yuma Proving Ground 4ad Hougton,
Michigan both durin8 summer and winter seasons. Throughout thi% wide
range of environmental conditions the instruwents have yielded excel-
lent results.

As an example, results of the ride dynamic testo of the HG0Al
and HM6A3 conducted at Ft. Knox are presented. These tests were con-
ducted over selected courses at constant speeds (5). Absorbed power
measurements were taken at different speeds and averaged for the test
run. Those levels were then plotted versus vehicle speed for ech
test condition and a comparison made of the rite dynamic characteris-
tice. of eatti vehicle. The results of tite Ft. Xuox tests are she-M in

. Figure 6. It is obvious that trow this set of curves, the
" .ube-ovPr-bar suspension system is superior to the standard torsion

b .r susponsiou. Note that the tolerance limit was not achioved during
these tests.

Another example is one where the use of the three directious
Sin cooputing absorbed power has led to the conclusion that in some

cases of cross-country operation, the longitudinal and transverse
motions significantly affect and sometites dominate the vibratioaal
efect on the driver. The case in point is a ,st conducted at
Ft. Sill duvio& validation studies of the ride dyuaAaics portion of thie

208
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AMC Mobility Model. In these tests only the vertical a1'Borbed power
readings were being made. Although very low readings were being
measured, the subjective response of the drivers indicated that they
were at or near the tolerance limits. When the longitudinal and
transverse readings were taken, it was discovered that these levels
were at the tolerance limits. These ride measurements are shown in
Figure 7.* This particular case was a 4 NfiH run with an M35A2 *

This condition of higher vibration lave18 in the longitudinal
and transverse directions occurs mainly in wheeled vehicles at lower
speeds. As the speed of the vehicle is intreased, the vertical vibra-
tion levels become the siguificant ride limiting motions.

other uses of the instrument include verification of labora-
tory vehicle simulation tests. For example, if a suspension system
design change is required to reduce the severity of a cross-country
vehicle, engineers can conduct simulation tests in the laboratory on
a wide variety of suspension system modifications, When the best
suspensionl system configuration is deter-mined, It is possible to eval-
uate the system under actual field conditions, using the data obtained
with the vibration measuring instrument to validate the laboratory
test resulta.

* .. .(CONCLPUS IOZN

1. To not tolerance or coofort limits to a vlbratiou one must ;lso
define Whe vibration eavironmont.

2. iWorbed power has a physical agaificauce aad its variatiou Vith
individuals and amplitude can be w-asured.

3. The constankt absorbed power curve correlates vary well with ex-
parimeatal tolerance data.

4. The application of siausoitial baundary curves to a random type
vibrAtion is a"biguous.

S. Absorbed power can he calculated In both the ti=e and frequeacy
dotaaiu with wo iutroductiou of aabiguity or error.

6. Vibration lvvels can In sow cases of cross- couotry apeation, beo
higher ia t, , loagitudiua2. &ad transvorse directious than in oa ~r-
tical direction.

7.To dczeraine a tolerance limit for a vibrarional euvironuiant, all
three directions wist be take into azeount.
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